PARTNER
WITH OLIN

Exceeding
expectations, together.
WESTON CAREER CENTER

The power of partnership
Partnership. It’s more than just a word at WashU Olin Business School. It’s a philosophy.
It’s a way of engaging with organizations of all kinds to enhance both experiential educational
opportunities and research output, while also adding value for those partners.

INVEST INTELLIGENTLY

GLOBALLY MINDED

PIONEER CHANGE

GROWING YOUR PROFESSIONALS

RECRUITING

EXPERTISE

KNOWLEDGE

Matching your talent
needs with our outstanding
business students.

Offering opportunities to shape
and influence our students’
educational experience.

Connecting you to our
renowned faculty and
research centers.

Developing your current
talent through degree and
nondegree education.

An investment in our graduates
is an investment in leadership that
moves your company forward,
with purpose and integrity.

Through a partnership with Olin,
you can access fresh thinking
and student engagement for
a more productive future.

Through our research centers
and consulting capabilities, our
resources benefit your company
and push ideas further.

With programs designed to meet a
wide range of needs and timelines,
Olin helps you foster and hone your
team’s skill set with data-driven,
values-based leadership.
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FULL-TIME EMPLOYEES
INTERNS
PREVIEW TALENT
CAREER TREKS
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STUDENT CONSULTING
CLASSROOM
ENGAGEMENT
CASE COMPETITIONS

SPECIAL EVENTS
RESEARCH CENTER
ENGAGEMENT
STUDENT RESEARCH

DEVELOPMENT

..
..

EXECUTIVE MBA
PART-TIME MBA
EXECUTIVE DEVELOPMENT
WASHU AT BROOKINGS

WORLD-CLASS CONNECTIONS

BENEFITS OF PARTNERSHIP

The Weston Career Center proudly serves as a trusted partner
to students, alumni and organizations to create valuable
connections that ensure a more productive pursuit of the
future. As your partner, we’ll work with you to support your
aspirations, providing you with access to world-class talent,
expertise and opportunities. We are ready to work with you
to help you realize your goals.

Of course, working together to recruit top talent is
a huge benefit, but there’s much more. WashU Olin
works with businesses, startups, nonprofits and
NGOs on a wide variety of projects and
initiatives—from consulting to research
to talent development
and more.
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Olin at our essence
It is difficult to encapsulate the entire Olin experience, but we use the phrase “informed by numbers, driven by
principle” to describe our school’s essence. Those few words capture our steadfast desire to balance the data and
evidence that are so necessary in business with the principles and humanity that are too often lacking. This approach
to decision-making, to viewing the world with a truly global perspective, to reaching for more, combined with
our other pillars of excellence, is foundational to what we stand for as a school and who we are as individuals.

VALUES BASED & DATA DRIVEN

GLOBAL OUTLOOK

Olin advances deliberate decision-making,
combining a rigorous analytical approach
with an unwavering commitment
to personal and societal values.

Our curriculum is informed by key global priorities
so that students are globally minded and globally
mobile, no matter the size or location of
their future organizations.

EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING

ENTREPRENEURIAL SPIRIT

During their Olin experience, we expose our students

Olin students are pushed to think innovatively in the

to senior leadership and involve them in high-profile

classroom and out of it—whether they are involved

decision-making so they develop the confidence

with a startup, consult for a corporation or

to operate beyond their comfort zone.

work with a nonprofit.
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Where theory meets practice
Nowhere is Olin’s thought leadership more evident than in our research centers. Students regularly engage
with research centers to gain real-world experience by participating in consulting and research projects.
Our Center for Experiential Learning, a hub of hands-on learning, manages consulting projects
and plays a vital role in students’ experiential learning development.

CENTERS OF EXCELLENCE
The Bauer Leadership Center

The Center for Analytics & Business Insights

advances the science and practice of leadership to
influence the development of leaders who live and
demonstrate their values every day, enhancing their
organizations and impacting their communities
and society at large.

offers opportunities for faculty, students and
companies to collaborate on analysis and research
of big data to answer important business questions
and influence decision-making.

The Wells Fargo Advisors Center
for Finance & Accounting Research

The Center for Research
in Economics & Strategy

is dedicated to the dissemination of cutting-edge
research in finance and accounting by encouraging
Olin faculty and students to work more closely
with the business community.

advances the understanding of firms and markets by
supporting scientific research through analytical
and/or empirical methods in the areas of applied
economics, economic theory and strategy.

The Skandalaris Center for Interdisciplinary
Innovation & Entrepreneurial Studies

The Boeing Center
Supply Chain Innovation

promotes corporate innovation and the commercialization
of new business ideas and sponsors business
plan competitions, speakers, internships
and mentoring programs.

promotes interaction between industry and
academia through practicum projects
and curriculum support.

THE CENTER FOR EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING
matches top-tier students with organizations seeking the benefits of capable and energetic talent.
Our students thrive in all types of hands-on experiences, consulting for clients at respected
businesses of all sizes, St. Louis nonprofits, startups and global communities.
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Working together
What type of help fits your needs? Building a recruitment strategy? Developing your own rising talent?
Tapping into students to solve business challenges? Connecting with our world-class faculty? It all starts
with listening—we want to get to know you, your organization and your needs. From there,
we’ll work together to determine the best ways to partner that benefit us both.

WCC

TEAM
OPERATIONS

CAREER COACHING

Our Operations team manages data and stats
to keep our students and corporate partners
abreast of hiring trends.

Our dedicated career coaches work exclusively with
undergraduate, MBA, Specialized Masters students and
alumni to equip them to achieve their career goals.

INDUSTRY AND EMPLOYER RELATIONS

CORPORATE RELATIONS &
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT

This team is your talent acquisition partner and

This expert team takes a consultative approach to help
you connect with students and meet your goals.
They'll help you build a strategy for engagement
throughout WashU Olin.

key point of contact. They facilitate meaningful
engagements with your organization and Olin
to ensure mutual benefit.
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A quick look at recruiting
We know you’re not recruiting a program—you’re recruiting an individual.
And that’s where a partnership with the Weston Career Center comes into play.

1
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TELL US YOUR STORY

We’ll get to know you and your organization so that
we really understand your needs and goals.

DEFINE YOUR GOALS

Whatever you want to achieve, we can recommend a path forward
and arrange the appropriate connections to help you get there.

CONNECT WITH & RECRUIT STUDENTS

3 Your job description will be promoted to a targeted student audience.
When the time comes to conduct interviews, you can meet with
candidates in your own office, our interview suites or virtually.

HOW RECRUITERS CONNECT WITH THE RIGHT STUDENTS
Engaging students allows you to build stronger relationships to convert candidates into your
next great hire. Here are some of the ways you can get to know WashU Olin students:
CAREER FAIRS

CLASSROOM SPEAKING

INFORMATION SESSIONS

TRAIN THE TRAINER SESSIONS

COFFEE CHATS

COMPANY VISITS

All campus recruitment activities for fall 2020 will be entirely virtual.
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About WashU
The WashU community strives to enhance the lives and livelihoods of students, the people of
the greater St. Louis community, the country and the world. We are building a better world by
preparing and supporting more effective leaders with the knowledge, experience, dedication and
creativity to tackle complex problems. Through our partnerships and path-breaking research,
we’re working together to shape the future of our university, our region and our world.
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Partner with us.
Let’s start a conversation about ways we can partner
to create valuable connections to ensure a more
productive pursuit of the future.

WESTON CAREER CENTER
recruit@olin.wustl.edu | 314.935.5950 | olincareers.wustl.edu

